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China Resources Land Ltd ----------------------------------------------- Maintain OUTPERFORM 
Which is more important: Shenzhen new launch or upcoming malls? EPS: ◄► TP: ◄► 
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● We understand from CR Land's management that the high-profile 
Shenzhen CR City's (i.e., Dachong project) new phase is 
scheduled to be launched on 20 June 2015, with ASP likely to 
exceed the Rmb55k/sq m the company originally guided for (or 
28% higher than that of Phase I in October 2014), after a month's 
delay for getting pre-sales permits. 

● Although CR Land is a major developer in Shenzhen, the city's 
housing projects only contribute to 11% of CR Land's GAV. 
Therefore, although the higher ASP should directionally benefit 
CR Land, we continue to believe that the operational metrics of 
CR Land's upcoming malls should be a bigger swing factor for its 
NAV and therefore a major driver of its share price. 

● We also attended CR Land's recent tour of its newly opened 
malls, and our takeaways are mixed – Shanghai Hi5 is doing well 
but the MIXc shopping malls in both Wuxi and Qingdao have 
around 20% vacancy rate. 

● The pre-leasing for its upcoming malls seems to be doing well, as 
detailed below –  a potentially catalyst, in our view. 

 

Click here for detailed financials 

Directionally positive Shenzhen launches, but little impact 
to NAV 

We understand from CR Land's management that the high-profile 
Shenzhen CR City's (i.e., Dachong project) new phase is scheduled to 
be launched on 20 June 2015, with ASP likely to exceed the Rmb55k/ 
sq m the company originally guided for (or 28% higher than that of 
Phase I in October 2014), after a month's delay on getting the pre-
sales permits. 
Although CR Land is a major developer in Shenzhen, the city's 
housing projects only contribute to 11% of CR Land's GAV. Therefore, 
although the higher ASP should directionally benefit CR Land, we 
continue to believe the operational metrics of CR Land's upcoming 

malls should be a bigger swing factor for its NAV and, therefore, a 
major driver of its share price. 

Figure 1: The location of Shenzhen CR City (Dachong project) 

 
Source: Google map, Credit Suisse Research. 

Figure 2: Shenzhen CR City may fetch higher ASP than expected 
Total GFA (Sq m)           2,321,888  
GFA of residential property (Sq m) 1,381,599 

Launch date Oct 2014 Nov 2014 Jun 2015 
Saleable resource (Unit) 1,000 400 1,000 
ASP (Rmb/sq m) 43,000 47,500 >55,000 

Source: Company data. 

Mixed takeaway from recent mall visits – upcoming pipeline 
the key for CR Land's share price 

We also attended CR Land's recent tour of its newly opened malls, 
and our takeaways are mixed – Shanghai Hi5 is doing well but the 
MIXc shopping malls at both Wuxi and Qingdao have around 20% 
vacancy rate. 

Figure 3: The key metrics for CR Land's recently opened malls 
 Shanghai Hi5  Wuxi MIXc Qingdao MIXc Zibo Mixc One 

Opening date 25 Oct 2014 20 Dec 2014 30 Apr 2015 27 May 2015 
Occupancy rate 100% 78% 83% 87% 
Rent (Rmb/sq m/month) 120 73 99 132 
Total GFA (Sqm) 26,078 192,000 421,145 271,161 
Leasable GFA (Sqm) 16,236 80,500 164,255 94,444 

Source: Company data. 

Figure 4: Current pre-leasing status for CR Land's upcoming malls – 
improving signs 
 Expected    Pre-leasing status 
 opening   GFA  GLA  (as % of total GFA) 

 date (sqm) (Sqm) Subscribed Contracted Total 

Ganzhou Mixc Sept 2015 216,833 92,734 19% 81% 100% 
Hefei Mixc Sept 2015 329,400 108,000 25% 71% 96% 
Shenyang Mixc One Sept 2015 291,449 85,163 41% 59% 100% 
Changsha Mixc One Nov 2015 68,329 36,020 12% 87% 100% 

Source: Company data. 

If the upcoming malls can obtain better results, we expect CR Land's 
share price to react positively. 
 

Bbg/RIC 1109 HK / 1109.HK 
Rating (prev. rating) O (O) 
Shares outstanding (mn) 6,930.94 
Daily trad vol - 6m avg (mn) 19.2 
Daily trad val - 6m avg (US$ mn) 58.1 
Free float (%) 34.6 
Major shareholders China Resources 

Group 
 

Price (18 Jun 15 , HK$) 25.00 
TP (prev. TP HK$) 29.70 (29.70)  
Est. pot. % chg. to TP 19 
52-wk range (HK$) 28.3 - 13.3 
Mkt cap (HK$/US$ bn) 173.3/ 22.4 
 

Performance  1M 3M 12M 

Absolute (%) 0.4 22.9 76.0 
Relative (%) 7.6 13.8 52.8 
 

Year 12/13A 12/14A 12/15E 12/16E 12/17E 

Revenue (HK$ mn) 71,389 88,381 119,436 140,992 149,455 
EBITDA (HK$ mn) 16,913 23,007 30,423 35,901 38,197 
Net profit (HK$ mn) 9,444 11,802 15,976 19,269 20,386 
EPS (HK$) 1.62 2.02 2.30 2.78 2.94 
- Change from prev. EPS (%) n.a. n.a. 0 0 0 
- Consensus EPS (HK$) n.a. n.a. 2.18 2.50 2.63 
EPS growth (%) 29.9 25.0 13.9 20.6 5.8 
P/E (x) 15.4 12.4 10.9 9.0 8.5 
Dividend yield (%) 1.7 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.2 
EV/EBITDA (x) 12.4 9.5 7.7 6.5 6.2 
P/B (x) 1.7 1.5 1.4 1.2 1.1 
ROE (%) 12.3 13.0 14.3 14.3 13.6 
Net debt(cash)/equity (%) 39.2 41.5 43.7 39.2 37.3 
 

Note 1: ORD/ADR=10.00. Note 2: China Resources Land Limited is an investment holding 
company. Through its subsidiaries, the company is engaged in property development, investment 
and management, and construction and decoration services. 
 

 

https://rave.credit-suisse.com/research/company/financials?ric=1109.HK
http://www.hibor.com.cn/
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Companies Mentioned (Price as of 18-Jun-2015) 

China Resources Land Ltd (1109.HK, HK$25.0, OUTPERFORM, TP HK$29.7) 

 

Disclosure Appendix 

Important Global Disclosures  

Jinsong Du and Kelvin Tam, CFA, each certify, with respect to the companies or securities that the individual analyzes, that (1) the views expressed in 
this report accurately reflect his or her personal views about all of the subject companies and securities and (2) no part of his or her compensation was, 
is or will be directly or indirectly related to the specific recommendations or views expressed in this report. 

3-Year Price and Rating History for China Resources Land Ltd (1109.HK) 

 
1109.HK Closing Price Target Price    

Date (HK$) (HK$) Rating   

18-Jun-12 15.23 18.38 O   

10-Jul-12 15.50 18.77    

20-Aug-12 14.32 18.38    

22-Aug-12 14.43 18.48    

19-Nov-12 18.11 23.02    

09-Jan-13 22.30 22.64    

21-Jan-13 22.44 23.51    

18-Mar-13 19.17 23.80    

27-May-13 22.49 28.83    

22-Jul-13 18.88 23.80    

25-Aug-13 21.57 24.67    

10-Oct-13 22.25 25.15    

28-Nov-13 20.36 25.64    

28-Jul-14 16.64 21.67    

06-Oct-14 16.66 21.77    

09-Dec-14 19.25 22.80    

16-Mar-15 19.52 22.10    

23-Mar-15 21.00 24.20    

01-Jun-15 25.50 29.70    

* Asterisk signifies initiation or assumption of coverage. 
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The analyst(s) responsible for preparing this research report received Compensation that is based upon various factors including Credit Suisse's total 
revenues, a portion of which are generated by Credit Suisse's investment banking activities 

As of December 10, 2012 Analysts’ stock rating are defined as follows: 

Outperform (O) : The stock’s total return is expected to outperform the relevant benchmark*over the next 12 months. 

Neutral (N) : The stock’s total return is expected to be in line with the relevant benchmark* over the next 12 months. 

Underperform (U) : The stock’s total return is expected to underperform the relevant benchmark* over the next 12 months. 

 *Relevant benchmark by region: As of 10th December 2012, Japanese ratings are based on a stock’s total return relative to the analyst's coverage universe which 
consists of all companies covered by the analyst within the relevant sector, with Outperforms representing the most attractiv e, Neutrals the less attractive, and 
Underperforms the least attractive investment opportunities. As of 2nd October 2012, U.S. and Canadian as well as European ratings  are based on a stock’s total return 
relative to the analyst's coverage universe which consists of all companies covered by the ana lyst within the relevant sector, with Outperforms representing the most 
attractive, Neutrals the less attractive, and Underperforms the least attractive investment opportunities. For Latin American  and non-Japan Asia stocks, ratings are based 
on a stock’s total return relative to the average total return of the relevant country or regional benchmark; prior to 2nd October 2012 U.S. and Canadian ratings were 
based on (1) a stock’s absolute total return potential to its current share price and (2) the relative  attractiveness of a stock’s total return potential within an analyst’s 
coverage universe. For Australian and New Zealand stocks, the expected total return (ETR) calculation includes 12 -month rolling dividend yield. An Outperform rating is 
assigned where an ETR is greater than or equal to 7.5%; Underperform where an ETR less than or equal to 5%. A Neutral may be assigned where t he ETR is between -
5% and 15%. The overlapping rating range allows analysts to assign a rating that puts ETR in the context of asso ciated risks. Prior to 18 May 2015, ETR ranges for 
Outperform and Underperform ratings did not overlap with Neutral thresholds between 15% and 7.5%, which was in operation from  7 July 2011. 

Restricted (R) : In certain circumstances, Credit Suisse policy and/or applicable law and regulations preclude certain types of communications, 
including an investment recommendation, during the course of Credit Suisse's engagement in an investment banking transaction and in certain other 
circumstances. 
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Volatility Indicator [V] : A stock is defined as volatile if the stock price has moved up or down by 20% or more in a month in at least 8 of the past 24 
months or the analyst expects significant volatility going forward. 

Analysts’ sector weightings are distinct from analysts’ stock ratings and are based on the analyst’s expectations for the fundamentals and/or valuation of 
the sector* relative to the group’s historic fundamentals and/or valuation: 

Overweight : The analyst’s expectation for the sector’s fundamentals and/or valuation is favorable over the next 12 months. 

Market Weight : The analyst’s expectation for the sector’s fundamentals and/or valuation is neutral over the next 12 months. 

Underweight : The analyst’s expectation for the sector’s fundamentals and/or valuation is cautious over the next 12 months. 

 *An analyst’s coverage sector consists of all companies covered by the analyst within the relevant sector. An analyst may cover multiple sectors. 

Credit Suisse's distribution of stock ratings (and banking clients) is: 

Global Ratings Distribution 

Rating Versus universe (%) Of which banking clients (%) 

Outperform/Buy* 42% (52% banking clients) 

Neutral/Hold* 39% (49% banking clients) 

Underperform/Sell* 16% (44% banking clients) 

Restricted 3%  

*For purposes of the NYSE and NASD ratings distribution disclosure requirements, our stock ratings of Outperform, Neutral, and Underperform most c losely correspond 
to Buy, Hold, and Sell, respectively; however, the meanings are not the same, as our stock ratings are determined  on a relative basis. (Please refer to definitions above.) 
An investor's decision to buy or sell a security should be based on investment objectives, current holdings, and other indivi dual factors. 

Credit Suisse’s policy is to update research reports as it deems appropriate, based on developments with the subject company, the sector or the market 
that may have a material impact on the research views or opinions stated herein.  

Credit Suisse's policy is only to publish investment research that is impartial, independent, clear, fair and not misleading. For more detail please refer to 
Credit Suisse's Policies for Managing Conflicts of Interest in connection with Investment Research: http://www.csfb.com/research-and-
analytics/disclaimer/managing_conflicts_disclaimer.html 

Credit Suisse does not provide any tax advice. Any statement herein regarding any US federal tax is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be 
used, by any taxpayer for the purposes of avoiding any penalties. 

Price Target: (12 months) for China Resources Land Ltd (1109.HK) 

Method:  Our 12-month target price of HK$29.70 for China Resources Land (CRL) is set at a 15% discount to our 12-month forward NAV estimate 
including the assumption of an asset injection by its parent holding company. CRL is one of the few Chinese property companies that has a 
sizeable exposure in investment properties and a proven track record in managing commercial assets, making it the prime beneficiary of yield 
compression. Thus, we believe it deserves to trade at a relatively low discount. 

Risk:  Key risks to China Resources Land achieving our HK$29.7 12-month target price include: (1) completion delays, (2) unexpected macro 
policies targeting the property sector in China and (3) uncertainties on potential asset injections from its parent company. 

Please refer to the firm's disclosure website at https://rave.credit-suisse.com/disclosures for the definitions of abbreviations typically used in the target 
price method and risk sections.  

See the Companies Mentioned section for full company names  

The subject company (1109.HK) currently is, or was during the 12-month period preceding the date of distribution of this report, a client of Credit Suisse. 

Credit Suisse expects to receive or intends to seek investment banking related compensation from the subject company (1109.HK) within the next 3 
months. 

Important Regional Disclosures  

Singapore recipients should contact Credit Suisse AG, Singapore Branch for any matters arising from this research report. 

The analyst(s) involved in the preparation of this report have not visited the material operations of the subject company (1109.HK) within the past 12 
months 

Restrictions on certain Canadian securities are indicated by the following abbreviations: NVS--Non-Voting shares; RVS--Restricted Voting Shares; SVS-
-Subordinate Voting Shares. 

Individuals receiving this report from a Canadian investment dealer that is not affiliated with Credit Suisse should be advised that this report may not 
contain regulatory disclosures the non-affiliated Canadian investment dealer would be required to make if this were its own report. 
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For Credit Suisse Securities (Canada), Inc.'s policies and procedures regarding the dissemination of equity research, please visit https://www.credit-
suisse.com/sites/disclaimers-ib/en/canada-research-policy.html. 

As of the date of this report, Credit Suisse acts as a market maker or liquidity provider in the equities securities that are the subject of this report. 

Principal is not guaranteed in the case of equities because equity prices are variable. 

Commission is the commission rate or the amount agreed with a customer when setting up an account or at any time after that. 

To the extent this is a report authored in whole or in part by a non-U.S. analyst and is made available in the U.S., the following are important disclosures 
regarding any non-U.S. analyst contributors: The non-U.S. research analysts listed below (if any) are not registered/qualified as research analysts with 
FINRA. The non-U.S. research analysts listed below may not be associated persons of CSSU and therefore may not be subject to the NASD Rule 2711 
and NYSE Rule 472 restrictions on communications with a subject company, public appearances and trading securities held by a research analyst 
account. 

Credit Suisse (Hong Kong) Limited ........................................................................................................................... Jinsong Du ; Kelvin Tam, CFA 

For Credit Suisse disclosure information on other companies mentioned in this report, please visit the website at https://rave.credit-
suisse.com/disclosures or call +1 (877) 291-2683.  
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